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ASRS for Warehousing

Laser Sensors in Material Handling:
ASRS for Warehousing
ASRS (Automatic Storage and Retrieval Systems) are becoming more
commonplace in the field of intralogistics. Intralogistics involves
optimizing, integrating, automating, and managing the logistical flow of
material goods within a fulfillment or distribution center.
ASRS shuttles are oftentimes implemented for handling pallets
of bulk products in warehouses or inventory containers in
distribution centers with multiple storage levels. The definition of
an automated storage and retrieval system is an automated or
semi-automated system designed specifically for the storage
and retrieval of materials without human intervention in the
storage of picking process.

Designers and manufacturers of ASRS shuttles face
the challenge of moving materials efficiently with
speed, accuracy, and without damage to the goods
being transported.
Automatic Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS) are
used in warehousing and production manufacturing.
The advantages of automated storage and retrieval
system are attractive to operators of distribution
centers.

ASRS implementations
provide a number of
benefits to the users:
 More material stored in less space
 Ability to store in a multi-level arrangement
 Automated order picking
 Inventory Management
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ASRS Systems
ASRS systems are typically multi-level installations. In this paper
we will only be referring to ASRS that are on fixed rails.
Shuttles typically operate along rails for moving along aisles
and rows. In the picture shown here, an ASRS shuttle sits within
another shuttle, like a carriage. The main shuttle moves the
load along the aisle and the secondary shuttle, or row-bot,
moves material into the row to the left and right of the aisle.
Each shuttle contains a lifting mechanism to raise and
lower pallets.
In order to store and retrieve materials on multiple levels, a
device known as a vertical crane is used. The image to the left
shows a system using a vertical crane that lifts pallets or totes
to the appropriate level of racking. This crane typically moves in
2 axis. One axis is height and the other is position along a rail
on the floor.
Automated storage and retrieval systems have both advantages
and disadvantages to the operators. The advantages should be
rather obvious, since less manpower and less space is needed
to handle the same amount of material throughout. However,
the disadvantage is that without a very organized process, an
ASRS system may not be as effective. Each of these systems
also is capital intensive upfront and may require the building to
be tailored to the system.

Safety Concerns and Efficiency
with ASRS Systems
In high density warehouses, absolute positioning is
a must. Accuracy is important because the shuttle
or crane needs to be positioned at the appropriate
rack space. Rack spaces are very close to each other
to optimize space. Improper position, either vertical
or linear, can cause a tip-over situation, which could
result in product loss and produce a safety concern.
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Designers and manufacturers of ASRS vertical cranes
face the challenge of moving materials efficiently with
speed, accuracy, and without damage to the goods
being transported.
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Positioning Sensors in ASRS
The pallet shuttles and the vertical cranes require
absolute position at all times.
Pallet shuttle:
 Aisle position
 Row potion

Vertical Crane:
 Height
 Linear position

A number of methods are used for positioning:
 Wheel encoders
 Barcode readers
 Discreet sensors at fixed positions along rail
 Non-contact laser distance sensors

Of importance in considering sensing techniques is
the ability for each technique to maintain absolute
potion with the highest degree of repeatability and
accuracy. Not all methods fair equally.

Wheel encoders

This has been a popular choice. Many of the wheel encoders used have been in combination with SSI encoder
output protocol. The challenge with wheel encoders is that they will often slip, wear down and change size,
or become out of round from loafing. All three of these issues will lead to positioning errors that if not
compensated for, will cause problems. Systems with wheel encoders often require a regular homing process to
overcome this deficit.

Barcode readers

While reliable, barcode readers have their weak points. Firstly, an entire strip of barcode tape must be installed
over the length of the aisle or row. The distance resolution of the barcode reader became the spacing between
the barcodes.

Discreet sensors

These have the same resolution problem as bar code readers. If you have a notch sensors looking for a notch
in the track, for example. The resolution will be the spacing between the notches. This also requires a more
complicated track and makes the installer more dependent on the position of track sections.

Non-Contact laser distance sensors

Non-contact laser distance sensors have an advantage in this application. They typically can provide the best
accuracy, repeatability, and resolution. Most laser sensors are of the absolute measurement type. Not all laser
sensors are made alike. Some require special reflective targets, whereas others can handle a natural target,
like painted steel up to 100 meters. It is also important to acknowledge that the laser needs to stay on target
throughout the shuttle’s run.
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Characteristics
Laser distance sensors are a great choice for ASRS shuttle and crane positioning. Key characteristics that you
should consider in sensor selection are as follows:
 Measurement range
 Accuracy, repeatability and resolution
 Spot size near the laser and far from the laser (important to measure under pallets)
 Measurement speed
 Operating temperatures (especially for freezer warehouses)
 Industrial Communication protocols
 Visible laser or easy aiming

Dimetix Non-Contact Positioning Solution for ASRS Systems
Dimetix laser distance sensors are the ideal solution to monitor ASRS shuttle and crane position to accurately
load or unload pallets or totes. The laser sensors measure distance to a fixed target at the far end of the row
for the linear position and either up to the underside of the vertical lift platform or down to the floor from the
underside of the platform.
Dimetix D-series laser distance sensors offer long-range, measuring abilities, small spot size, and multiple
industrial outputs commonly used on ASRS shuttles.

The Dimetix D-series laser distance series from Laser-View Technologies provides the best position sensors to
achieve this because they achieve the following key characteristics:
 Long measuring range for large warehouses: Dimetix provides lasers that measure from 0.05 m to 500 m –

up to 100 m without a special reflective target!

 Ability to measure the distance to a target under pallets: Dimetix lasers provide an exceptionally small

spot size that only grows to just 30 mm at a 100 m distance.

 Absolute position accuracy with high repeatability: Dimetix D-series laser sensors offer either 3 mm or

1 mm absolute accuracy with 0.3 mm repeatability. There is no loss of encoding due to wheel slippage, as with
traditional wheel encoders. Dimetix lasers do not need to be re-zeroed.

 Low-temperature operation in freezer warehouses: Dimetix offers lasers with extended temperature

ranges, spanning -40 to +60° C.

 Output protocols to match typical ASRS control systems: Dimetix D-series laser sensors provide a host of

output protocols as standard equipment
• RS232 / RS422 / RS485 serial
• SSI (Serial Synchronous Interface) for simple wheel encoder replacement
• Analog

 Optional interfaces:

• Ethernet IP
• Profinet
• EtherCAT
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